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ABSTRACT

With the developing dependence on the Internet, and the gadgets associated with the worldwide system and the improving probability of assaults and cybercrime is digital security the fundamental establishment of e-learning safe, so can not envision the development of any data action away from accomplishing, and e-learning in the cutting edge time faces numerous difficulties, Perhaps the most significant blast data and information, The most world's colleges and all schools presently give progressed mechanical advances to PC, web and other media for the improvement of instruction, and turned into the framework Blackboard from instructive frameworks which take a significant piece of the instructive innovative condition. It is a recognizable methods for most instructive purposes, just as giving and introducing courses and talks. It additionally attempts to break the Inertia between the educator and the understudy, subsequently building up the instructive procedure and making it progressively agreeable. work the e-giving the hang of utilizing framework safe Blackboard become The language of the age and has a noteworthy effect in improving the nature of instruction, and correspondence between understudies electronically and connecting it to digital security has a huge job in keeping up the advancement and nature of e-adapting, thus the significance of research has arrived at a few outcomes and suggestions was one of the most significant: The connecting of e-learning (Blackboard) to cybersecurity makes sheltered training and gives an incredible chance to offer the chance to instruction to numerous gatherings of society, giving information and data that circles through systems for e-learning causes it progressively powerful, As a Blackboard To team up apparatus to give online exercises and talks as it rises above spot s and times interims, it helped separation preparing and spread training and made students ready to adapt successfully.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fast advancement in the field of present day innovations has prompted the improvement of the instructive procedure and thought that it was current techniques or supposed e-learning and the assurance of its frameworks and projects have been accomplished through cyber security, a lot of authoritative, specialized and procedural devices and practices planned for ensuring PCs and systems and the information from harm, what makes e-realizing viable and have been constrained us the work showcase wide changes Procedures in the field of utilization of instructive for courses, and the most significant of these progressions the need to learn huge numbers of the mechanical abilities, which forced by new specializations this requires the individuals from the workforce to audit the instructive courses to stay aware of the advancements of the cutting edge time using the accessible advancements, particularly e-learning spoke to in the Blackboard framework, which gives collaboration apparatuses to the student, for example, declaration, download courses, Tests, task, discourses, virtual classes.

In my examination, I plan to Implementation and enactment of e-learning in the light of the nature of Learning and cyber security.

1. Implementation of the e-learning framework is spoken to in the framework Blackboard for courses through the accompanying devices: Presentation of substance, dialogs, assignments, appraisal, exercises, virtual classes and connecting it to cyber security.

2. Discovering the instruments and setting them up to set up the understudies deductively through inventiveness, communicating feeling and arrived at a lot of results, the most significant of which is the instructing of courses utilizing the Blackboard framework attempts to improve the nature of learning and synchronization the advancement of electronic advances and permits both instructor and understudy improvement Effective information, abilities and perspectives if safe (connected to cyber security).

And lean toward sets of the outcomes and proposals.

In this paper we will talk about the accompanying subjects:

1. The idea of e-learning and its connection to cyber security, its levels, destinations, significance, benefits, preferences, writing board framework and its apparatuses.
2. The distinction between e-learning and conventional learning.
3. E-learning conditions.
4. Correspondence types in e-learning conditions
5. Gauges of e-learning considering quality and learning results.
II. THE IDEA OF E-LEARNING

E-learning is a type of Distance learning and can be characterized as a method for showing utilizing present day correspondence instruments, for example, PCs, mixed media and Internet doors so as to impart data to the student as fast and ensure the frameworks and projects of e-learning frameworks through cyber security are a lot of authoritative, specialized and procedural devices, To secure PCs and systems and the information from harm.

III. E-LEARNING LEVELS

Basic level: a normal study hall learning with the intercession of innovation in a basic way doesn't change the class nearness for all time. Study hall Attendance 100%

Mix Level: This level incorporates the mix of study hall instructing and learning through innovation and consolidates the benefits of study hall training and training through the innovation study hall participation 25-75%

Full Level: The preferred position that the homeroom participation is next to no is restricted to tests and a few gatherings and be learning through innovation at an extremely high study hall participation 10%

Advanced Enrollment: E-learning is utilized as an option in contrast to study hall training. The job of the student here is the essential job, where the person learns self in an individual or agreeable way with a little gathering of partners and trades encounters in a synchronous or non concurrent way study hall participation 0%.

IV. E-LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Work on preparing and proceeds with instruction.
2. Working to give an assortment of instructive assets, which decreases the individual contrasts between understudies
3. Developing the aptitudes of students, as it gives data and information a ton contrasted with customary showing techniques as this kind of e - learning gives numerous wellsprings of various data just as the plausibility of trade of instructive encounters.
4. E-Learning furnish for ladies with an extraordinary chance to finish their instruction, particularly college training, to conquer the troubles of leaving the home and going to college.

V. SIGNIFICANCE OF E-LEARNING

1. It is a decent affirmed of conventional instruction can be mixed it's technique with the typical encouraging will be strong and for this situation the educator alludes understudies to certain exercises or obligations dependent on electronic media.
2. Benefits from Learning and learning assets are accessible on the Internet, where a great many locales give courses and data that can be used inside the cutoff points of endeavors and conceivable outcomes accessible to students.
3. Supports agreeable learning through correspondence and discussion with associates through correspondence and collaboration instruments on the Internet.

Advantages and focal points of e-learning

E-learning has a few advantages and favorable circumstances

1. makes chance for everybody to get the instruction
2. Increasing the capacity of students to speak with one another by give of this instruction from the correspondence in numerous ways, for example, exchanges and e-mail, which would bolster the commitment of students to raise their perspectives and take part in the dialog.
3. Provide courses in whenever.
4. Achieves what is known as self-instruction where any understudy's dependence on himself and this makes it. The understudy is searching for data as opposed to simply getting it similar to the case with conventional instruction.
5. Ready to conquer numerous hindrances to access to customary instruction, for example, Presence, time, place, working conditions, Writing board framework and apparatuses is taking in the executives framework from the organization Blackboard is portrayed by quality for different frameworks, where the framework gave an assortment of instructive open doors through the arrangement of instructive issues and related managerial perspectives and breaks all boundaries to confront instructive establishments and students, and helped the framework instructive foundations to spread training emphatically through the Internet.

The framework gives numerous apparatuses that help the educator and student and is anything but difficult to perusing. It enables understudies fast access to content, talks, tests, assignments, declarations, virtual classes, email and appraisals, devices for understudy
evaluation. The distinction between e-learning and customary learning, for instance, however not constrained to the accompanying:

A. The technique for training utilized E-Learning
   It utilizes innovative instruments, where rely upon interactive media introductions, exchange technique and website pages.

   Customary Training
   Relies upon the book doesn't utilize any methods or techniques for innovation just now and then.

B. Interaction E-Learning
   In light of intuitive, where the utilization of sight and sound to the student for the electronic introductions, and manage it as he needs, and permit exchanges over the web intelligently

   Conventional Training
   Doesn't rely upon communication, since it is done distinctly between the instructor and the student, however isn't generally between the student and the book, as a customary strategy that doesn't stand out.

C. Availability E-Learning
   Accessible whenever, so adaptable and accessible anyplace, where you can enter the Internet from anyplace, so his training openings are accessible around the world.

   Customary Instruction
   It makes some particular memories in the table, places are planned, and instructive open doors are restricted to those situated in the zone of training. E-learning conditions: are spoken to underneath Fundamental parts
   A) Teacher: Should have the option to utilize current instructing procedures.
   B) Learner: to have the right stuff of self-learning and acquainted with the utilization of the PC.
   C) Technical care staff: Must be a master in PC and Internet parts and instruction innovation and can be given through preparing projects or workshops or classes and others.
   D) Technical Support Manager

There are two classifications of e-learning division as follows:

a) Synchronous e-learning: This is an electronic guidance wherein the instructor meets the students at the same time, with the goal that they have concurrent correspondence just as virtual classes
b) **Asynchronous e-learning**: A correspondence between the educator and the understudy, and offbeat instructing. The employee can create sources with an instructing and assessment plan on the learning the executives framework. At that point the understudy enters whenever and adheres to the instructor's directions to finish the learning without concurrent correspondence With the educator as assignments, exchange and email.

**VI. BENCHMARKS OF E-LEARNING CONSIDERING QUALITY AND LEARNING RESULTS**

The achievement of any instructive and preparing framework relies to a great extent upon guarantee to universally concurred quality norms. To accomplish quality in e-learning, quality issues comprise from eight criteria as follows.

- Course Overview and Introduction
- The general structure of the course is clarified to the student toward the start of the course
- Learning Objectives
- Learning targets or abilities depict what students will have the option to endless supply of the course
- Evaluation and Measurement
- Appraisals are basic to the learning procedure and are intended to assess student progress in accomplishing the expressed learning destinations or acing the abilities.
- Instructional Materials
- Instructional Materials empower students to accomplish expressed learning destinations or skills.
- Course Activities and Learner Interaction
- Course exercises encourage and bolster student association and commitment.
- Course Technology
- Course innovation bolster students accomplishment obviously targets or skills.
- Student Support
- The course encourages student access to institutional help administrations fundamental to student achievement.
- Availability and Usability
- The course configuration mirrors a pledge to availability and convenience for all students.
VII. MAJOR WORLDWIDE ENCOUNTERS IN E-LEARNING

There are various nations in the created world have done tests in the utilization of various frameworks of e-learning began utilizing instruments to show a portion of the ideas and encounters and at long last Implementation with the utilization of propelled frameworks, coming up next are a portion of these encounters:

College of Eastern Finland: Transition from Customary to E-Learning by the start of the scholarly year in 2013, the school pack for about portion of the understudies and instructors has become a large portion of the heaviness of the previous years, because of the utilization of individual computers (tablets) as opposed to reading material. This undertaking incorporates a gathering of first grade understudies who began their instruction that year and all seventh grade understudies. Seventh grade understudies will finish their auxiliary instruction with this new framework. The point of this monetarily expensive trial is to change from customary to e-taking in and to create instruction from the perspective Digital Age Information Society.

VIII. RESULTS

1. The significance of connecting e-figuring out how to cyber security There is a protected learning and gives an exceptionally incredible chance to give the chance of instruction to numerous gatherings of society
2. Working to verify and wellbeing the information and data that flows through systems for e-learning makes it increasingly powerful.
3. Statement of the estimation of e-learning by the framework Writing board lies in the arrangement of time and exertion to the understudy and teacher and furthermore gives the University's costs, and is a successful framework in the instructive procedure.
4. The utilization of electronic courses is attempting to build the scholastic accomplishment of understudies contrasted with the customary way
5. The significance of writing board team up virtual homerooms as it is one of the primary way to give online exercises and talks on the Internet as they rise above fleeting and spatial partitions and taking a shot at separation preparing and spread training and made the student ready to adapt viably.
6. E-learning is good with present day innovation in instruction during the time spent moving information and data just as depending on printed wellsprings of books, magazines, diaries, and inquires about, which thusly energizes the plausibility of growing this sort of training and spreading its advantage to all citizenry.
IX. PROPOSALS

1. Developing training when all is said in done through improving the institutional and expert limits and building up the scholastic and administration aptitudes of HR through the rule of modernization of components of the instructive procedure since its underlying stages and connecting them to cyber security.
2. Furnish understudies with the essential information and abilities to shield data from the developing danger of cybercrime.
3. Develop answers for shield PC systems and data from dangers and leaps forward.
4. Find approaches to qualify college educators to apply cyber security for e-learning in the instructive process through preparing projects or workshops or courses.
5. Developing the limit of the workforce to improve the nature of instruction yields so as to accomplish the requests of the Saudi work showcase.
6. Giving an incorporated instructive electronic condition (PCs, web, programming)
7. To recognize specialized, authoritative and managerial intends to forestall risky utilization of electronic data recovery
8. Guaranteeing the congruity of e-learning and taking the fundamental measures to improve its assurance.
9. Work on the recovery and strengthening of college educators and invigorate advancement in the field of cyber security to add to accomplishing access to verify electronic instruction.
10. Fighting electronic wrongdoings through the distinguishing proof of safe projects.
11. Proposal advancement instruments for change from customary to safe e-learning.
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